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point, he asks Serre if
the Riemann zeta
function has infinitely
many zeros ([Corr],
page 204). “His knowl-
edge of classical alge-
braic geometry was
practically zero,” re-
called Serre. “My own
knowledge of classical
algebraic geometry
was a little bit better,
but not very much, but
I tried to help him with
that. But…there were
so many open ques-
tions that it didn’t
matter.” Grothendieck
was not one for keep-
ing up on the latest literature, and to a large de-
gree he depended on Serre to tell him what was
going on. In Récoltes et Semailles Grothendieck
wrote that most of what he learned in geometry,
apart from what he taught himself, he learned
from Serre (pages 555–556). But Serre did not sim-
ply teach Grothendieck things; he was able to di-
gest ideas and to discuss them in a way that
Grothendieck found especially compelling. Grothen-
dieck called Serre a “detonator,” one who provided
a spark that set the fuse burning for an explosion
of ideas.

Indeed, Grothendieck traced many of the cen-
tral themes of his work back to Serre. For exam-
ple, it was Serre who around 1955 described the
Weil conjectures to Grothendieck in a cohomolog-
ical context—a context that was not made explicit
in Weil’s original formulation of the conjectures and
was the one that could hook Grothendieck (R&S,
page 840). Through his idea of a “Kählerian” ana-
logue of the Weil conjectures, Serre also inspired
Grothendieck’s conception of the so-called “stan-
dard conjectures,” which are more general and
would imply the Weil conjectures as a corollary
(R&S, page 210).

When Grothendieck returned to France in 1956
after his year in Kansas, he held a CNRS position
and spent most of his time in Paris. He and Serre
continued to correspond by letter and to talk reg-
ularly by telephone. This was when Grothendieck
began to work more deeply in topology and alge-
braic geometry. He “was bubbling with ideas,” re-
called Armand Borel. “I was sure something first-
rate would come out of him. But then what came
out was even much higher than I had expected. It
was his version of Riemann-Roch, and that’s a fan-
tastic theorem. This is really a masterpiece of math-
ematics.”

The Riemann-Roch theorem was proved in its
classical form in the mid-nineteenth century. The

desire to understand this substance, to
penetrate it.

—Récoltes et Semailles, page 556

Bernard Malgrange of the Université de Greno-
ble recalled that after Grothendieck wrote his the-
sis he asserted that he was no longer interested in
topological vector spaces. “He told me, ‘There is
nothing more to do, the subject is dead’,” Mal-
grange recalled. At that time, students were re-
quired to prepare a “second thesis”, which did not
contain original work but which was intended to
demonstrate depth of understanding of another
area of mathematics far removed from the thesis
topic. Grothendieck’s second thesis was on sheaf
theory, and this work may have planted the seeds
for his interest in algebraic geometry, where he was
to do his greatest work. After Grothendieck’s the-
sis defense, which took place in Paris, Malgrange
recalled that he, Grothendieck, and Henri Cartan
piled into a taxicab to go to lunch at the home of
Laurent Schwartz. They took a cab because Mal-
grange had broken his leg skiing. “In the taxi Car-
tan explained to Grothendieck some wrong things
Grothendieck had said about sheaf theory,” Mal-
grange recalled.

After leaving Brazil Grothendieck spent the year
of 1955 at the University of Kansas, probably at the
invitation of N. Aronszajn [Corr]. There Grothen-
dieck began to immerse himself in homological al-
gebra. It was while he was at Kansas that he wrote
“Sur quelques points d’algèbre homologique,”
which came to be known informally among spe-
cialists as the “Tôhoku paper” after the name of
the journal in which it appeared, the Tôhoku Math-
ematical Journal [To]. This paper, which became a
classic in homological algebra, extended the work
of Cartan and Eilenberg on modules. Also while he
was in Kansas, Grothendieck wrote “A general the-
ory of fiber spaces with structure sheaf,” which ap-
peared as a report of the National Science Foun-
dation. This report developed his initial ideas on
nonabelian cohomology, a subject to which he later
returned in the context of algebraic geometry.

Around this time, Grothendieck began corre-
sponding with Jean-Pierre Serre of the Collège de
France, whom he had met in Paris and later en-
countered in Nancy; a selection of their letters was
published in the original French in 2001 and in a
dual French-English version in 2003 [Corr]. This was
the beginning of a long and fruitful interaction. The
letters display a deep and vibrant mathematical
bond between two very different mathematicians.
Grothendieck shows a high-flying imagination that
is frequently brought back to earth by Serre’s in-
cisive understanding and wider knowledge. Some-
times in the letters Grothendieck displays a sur-
prising level of ignorance: for example, at one

During an Arbeitstagung in 1961, an
evening at the Hirzebruch home in
Bonn.
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maintaining that one of the figures in Reed’s book
was his father.

In 1921 Shapiro left Russia and was stateless for
the rest of his life. To hide his political past, he ob-
tained identity papers with the name Alexander
Tanaroff, and for the rest of his life he lived under
this name. He spent time in France, Germany, and
Belgium, where he associated with anarchist and
other revolutionary groups. In the radical circles of
Berlin in the mid-1920s, he met Grothendieck’s
mother, Johanna (Hanka) Grothendieck. She had
been born on August 21, 1900, into a bourgeois
family of Lutherans in Hamburg. Rebelling against
her traditional upbringing, she was drawn to Berlin,
which was then a hotbed of avant-garde culture and

revolutionary social movements.
Both she and Shapiro yearned to
be writers. He never published any-
thing, but she published some
newspaper articles; in particular,
between 1920 and 1922, she wrote
for a leftist weekly newspaper
called Der Pranger, which had
taken up the cause of prostitutes
living on the fringe of Hamburg
society. Much later, in the late
1940s, she wrote an autobio-
graphical novel called Eine Frau,
which was never published.

For most of his life, Tanaroff
was a street photographer, an oc-
cupation that allowed him to earn
an independent living without
being in an employer-employee re-
lationship that would have run

counter to his anarchist principles. He and Hanka
had each been married before, and each had a child
from the previous marriage, she a daughter and he
a son. Alexandre Grothendieck was born in Berlin
on March 28, 1928, into a family consisting of
Hanka, Tanaroff, and Hanka’s daughter from her
first marriage, Maidi, who was four years older
than Alexandre. He was known in the family, and
to his close friends later on, as Shurik; his father’s
nickname was Sascha. Although he never met his
half-brother, Grothendieck dedicated to him the
manuscript A La Poursuite des Champs (Pursuing
Stacks), written in the 1980s.

In 1933, when the Nazis came to power, Shapiro
fled Berlin for Paris. In December that year, Hanka
decided to follow her husband, so she put her son
in the care of a foster family in Blankenese, near
Hamburg; Maidi was left in an institution for hand-
icapped children in Berlin, although she was not
handicapped (R&S, pages 472–473). The foster fam-
ily was headed by Wilhelm Heydorn, whose re-
markable life is outlined in his biography, Nur
Mensch Sein! [Heydorn]; the book contains a pho-
tograph of Alexandre Grothendieck from 1934,

and he is mentioned briefly. Heydorn had been a
Lutheran priest and army officer, then left the
church and worked as an elementary school teacher
and a Heilpraktiker (which nowadays might be
translated roughly as “practitioner of alternative
medicine”). In 1930 he founded an idealistic polit-
ical party called the “Menschheitspartei” (“Hu-
manity Party”), which was outlawed by the Nazis.
Heydorn had four children of his own, and he and
his wife Dagmar, following their sense of Christ-
ian duty, took in several foster children who were
separated from their families in the tumultuous pe-
riod leading up to World War II.

Grothendieck remained with the Heydorn fam-
ily for five years, between the ages of five and
eleven, and attended school. A memoir by Dagmar
Heydorn recalled the young Alexandre as being
very free, completely honest, and lacking in inhi-
bitions. During his time with the Heydorns,
Grothendieck received only a few letters from his
mother and no word at all from his father. Al-
though Hanka still had relatives in Hamburg, no one
ever came to visit her son. The sudden separation
from his parents was highly traumatic for Grothen-
dieck, as he indicated in Récoltes et Semailles (page
473). Scharlau speculated that the young Alexan-
dre was probably not especially happy with the Hey-
dorns. Having started life in a liberal home headed
by a couple of anarchists, the stricter atmosphere
of the Heydorn household probably chafed. He
was actually closer to some other families who
lived near the Heydorns, and as an adult he con-
tinued to write to them for many years. He also
wrote to the Heydorns and visited Hamburg sev-
eral times, the last time in the mid-1980s.

By 1939, with war imminent, political pressure
increased on the Heydorns, and they could no
longer keep the foster children. Grothendieck was
an especially difficult case, because he looked Jew-
ish. The exact whereabouts of his parents were
unknown, but Dagmar Heydorn wrote to the French
consulate in Hamburg and managed to get a mes-
sage to Shapiro in Paris and to Hanka in Nîmes.
Once contact with his parents was made, Grothen-
dieck, then 11 years old, was put on a train from
Hamburg to Paris. He was reunited with his parents
in May 1939, and they spent a brief time together
before the war began.

It is not clear exactly what Grothendieck’s par-
ents were doing while he was in Hamburg, but they
remained politically active. They went to Spain to
fight in the Spanish Civil War and were among the
many who fled to France when Franco triumphed.
Because of their political activities, Hanka and her
husband were viewed in France as dangerous for-
eigners. Some time after Grothendieck joined them
there, Shapiro was put into the internment camp
Le Vernet, the worst of all the French camps. It is
probable that he never again saw his wife and son.

A. Grothendieck as a child.
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new kind of topological invariant. Grothendieck
himself called them K-groups, and they provided
the starting point for the development of topolog-
ical K-theory by Atiyah and Hirzebruch. Topologi-
cal K-theory then provided the inspiration for al-
gebraic K-theory, and both have been active fields
of research ever since.

The Arbeitstagung, which means literally “work-
ing meeting,” was begun by Hirzebruch at the Uni-
versität Bonn and has been a forum for cutting-edge
mathematics research for more than forty years. It
was at the very first Arbeitstagung in July 1957 that

Grothendieck spoke
about his work on Rie-
mann-Roch. But in a cu-
rious twist, the result
was not published under
his name; it appears in a
paper by Borel and Serre
[BS] (the proof also ap-
peared later as an exposé
in volume 6 of Séminaire
de Géometrie Algébrique
du Bois Marie from 1966-
67). While visiting the IAS
in the fall of 1957, Serre
received a letter from
Grothendieck containing
an outline of the proof
(November 1, 1957, letter
in [Corr]). He and Borel
organized a seminar to
try to understand it. As
Grothendieck was busy
with many other things,

he suggested to his colleagues that they write up
and publish their seminar notes. But Borel specu-
lated that there may have been another reason
Grothendieck was not interested in writing up the
result himself. “The main philosophy of Grothen-
dieck was that mathematics should be reduced to
a succession of small, natural steps,” Borel said. “As
long as you have not been able to do this, you have
not understood what is going on…. And his proof
of Riemann-Roch used a trick, une astuce. So he
didn’t like it, so he didn’t want to publish it…. He
had many other things to do, and he was not in-
terested in writing up this trick.”

This was not the last time Grothendieck would rev-
olutionize the viewpoint on a subject. “This just
kept happening over and over again, where he would
come upon some problem that people had thought
about for, in some cases, a hundred years…and just
completely transformed what people thought the
subject was about,” Katz remarked. Grothendieck
was not only solving outstanding problems but re-
working the very questions they posed.

question it addresses is, What is the dimension of
the space of meromorphic functions on a compact
Riemann surface having poles of at most given or-
ders at a specified finite set of points? The answer
is the Riemann-Roch formula, which expresses the
dimension in terms of invariants of the surface—
thereby providing a profound link between the an-
alytic and topological properties of the surface.
Friedrich Hirzebruch made a big advance in 1953,
when he generalized the Riemann-Roch theorem to
apply not just to Riemann surfaces but to projec-
tive nonsingular varieties over the complex num-
bers. The mathematical
world cheered at this
tour de force, which
might have seemed to be
the final word on the
matter.

“Grothendieck came
along and said, ‘No, the
Riemann-Roch theorem
is not a theorem about
varieties, it’s a theorem
about morphisms be-
tween varieties’,” said
Nicholas Katz of Prince-
ton University. “This was
a fundamentally new
point of view…the very
statement of the theo-
rem completely
changed.” The basic phi-
losophy of category the-
ory, that one should pay
more attention to the ar-
rows between objects than to the objects them-
selves, was just then beginning to have an influ-
ence. “What [Grothendieck] did is he applied this
philosophy on a very hard piece of mathematics,”
Borel said. “This was really in the spirit of categories
and functors, but no one had ever thought about
doing this in such a hard topic…. If people had been
given that statement and had understood it, there
might have been others who would have been able
to prove it. But the statement itself was ten years
ahead of anybody else.”

This theorem, which was also proved indepen-
dently by Gerard Washnitzer in 1959 [Washnitzer],
applies not just to a complex algebraic variety—the
case where the ground field has characteristic
zero—but to any proper smooth algebraic variety
regardless of the ground field. The Hirzebruch-
Riemann-Roch theorem then follows as a special
case. A far-reaching generalization of the Riemann-
Roch theorem came in 1963, with the proof by
Michael Atiyah and Isadore Singer of the Atiyah-
Singer Index Theorem. In the course of his proof,
Grothendieck introduced what are now called
Grothendieck groups, which essentially provide a

Bonn, around 1965.
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marry a few years
later and with whom
he had three children,
Johanna, Mathieu,
and Alexandre.
Mireille had been
close to Grothen-
dieck’s mother and,
according to several
people who knew
them, was quite a bit
older than he was.

John Tate of the
University of Texas at
Austin and his wife at
the time, Karin Tate,
spent the academic year 1957–58 in Paris, where
they met Grothendieck for the first time. Grothen-
dieck displayed none of the arrogance he attributed
to his mother. “He was just friendly, and at the same
time rather naive and childlike,” John Tate recalled.
“Many mathematicians are rather childlike, un-
worldly in some sense, but Grothendieck more
than most. He just seemed like an innocent—not
very sophisticated, no pretense, no sham. He
thought very clearly and explained things very pa-
tiently, without any sense of superiority. He wasn’t
contaminated by civilization or power or one-up-
manship.” Karin Tate recalled that Grothendieck
had a great capacity for enjoyment, he was charm-
ing, and he loved to laugh. But he could also be ex-
tremely intense, seeing things in black-and-white
with no shades of gray. And he was honest: “You
always knew where you stood with him,” she said.
“He didn’t pretend anything. He was direct.” Both
she and her brother, Michael Artin of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, saw similarities
between Grothendieck’s personality and that of
their father, Emil Artin.

Grothendieck had “an incredible idealistic
streak,” Karin Tate remembered. For example, he
refused to have any rugs in his house because he
believed that rugs were merely a decorative luxury.
She also remembered him wearing sandals made
out of tires. “He thought these were fantastic,” she
said. “They were a symbol of the kind of thing he
respected—you take what you have, and you make
do.” In his idealism, he could also be wildly im-
practical. Before Grothendieck and Mireille visited
Harvard for the first time in 1958, he gave her one
of his favorite novels so that she could improve her
rather weak knowledge of English. The novel was
Moby Dick.

The Birth of the New Geometry

Avec un recul de près de trente ans, je
peux dire maintenant que c’est l’année
[1958] vraiment où est née la vision de
la géometrie nouvelle, dans le sillage

A New World Opens

[J’ai fini] par me rendre compte que
cette idéologie du “nous, les grands et
nobles esprits…”, sous une forme par-
ticulièrement extrême et virulente, avait
sévi en ma mère depuis son enfance, et
dominé sa relation aux autres, qu’elle se
plaisait à regarder du haut de sa
grandeur avec une commisération sou-
vent dédaigneuse, voire méprisante.

[I eventually] realized that this ideology
of “we, the grand and noble spirits…”,
in a particularly extreme and virulent
form, raged in my mother since her
childhood and dominated her relations
to others, whom she liked to view from
the height of her grandeur with a pity
that was frequently disdainful, even
contemptuous.

—Récoltes et Semailles, page 30

According to Honig, Grothendieck’s mother was
with him at least part of the time that he was in
Brazil, though Honig says he never met her.
Whether she was with him in Kansas is not clear.
When Grothendieck returned to France in 1956,
they may not have continued living together. In a
letter to Serre written in Paris in November 1957,
Grothendieck asked whether he might be able to
rent a Paris apartment that Serre was planning to
vacate. “I am interested in it for my mother, who
is not doing so well in Bois-Colombes, and is ter-
ribly isolated,” Grothendieck explained [Corr]. In
fact, his mother died before the year’s end.

Friends and colleagues say that Grothendieck
spoke with great admiration, almost adulation, of
both of his parents. And in Récoltes et Semailles
Grothendieck expressed a deep and elemental love
for them. For years he had in his office a striking
portrait of his father, painted by a fellow detainee
in the Le Vernet camp. As Pierre Cartier described
it, the portrait showed a man with his head shaved
and a “fiery expression” in the eyes [Cartier1]; for
many years Grothendieck also shaved his head.
According to Ribenboim, Hanka Grothendieck was
very proud of her brilliant son, and he in turn had
an extremely deep attachment to his mother.

After her death, Grothendieck went through a
period of soul-searching, during which he stopped
all mathematical activity and thought about be-
coming a writer. After several months, he decided
to return to mathematics, to finish work on some
of the ideas he had begun developing. This was
1958, the year that, as Grothendieck put it, was
“probably the most fecund of all my mathemati-
cal life.” (R&S, page P24) By this time he was living
with a woman named Mireille, whom he was to

With Mireille and baby Mathieu, Paris,
May 1965.

dents to read EGA. And for many mathematicians
today, EGA remains a useful and comprehensive ref-
erence. The current IHÉS director, Jean-Pierre Bour-
guignon, says that the institute still sells over 100
copies of EGA every year.

Grothendieck’s plans for what EGA would cover
were enormous. In a letter to Serre from August
1959, he gave a brief outline, which included the
fundamental group, category theory, residues, du-
ality, intersections, Weil cohomology, and “God

willing, a little homotopy.”
“Unless there are unexpected
difficulties or I get bogged
down, the multiplodocus
should be ready in 3 years’
time, or 4 at the outside,”
Grothendieck optimistically
wrote, using his and Serre’s
joking term “multiplodocus,”
meaning a very long paper.
“We will be able to start
doing algebraic geometry!”
he crowed. As it turned out,
EGA ran out of steam after
almost exponential growth:
chapters one and two are
each one volume, chapter
three is two volumes, and
the last, chapter four, runs
four volumes. Altogether,
they comprise 1,800 pages.
Despite its falling short of
Grothendieck’s plans, EGA is

a monumental work.
It is no coincidence that the title of EGA echoes

the title of the series by Nicolas Bourbaki, Éléments
de Mathématique, which in turn echoes Euclid’s El-
ements: Grothendieck was a member of Bourbaki
for several years, starting in the late 1950s and was
close to many of the other members. Bourbaki was
the pseudonym for a group of mathematicians,
most of them French, who collaborated on writing
a series of foundational treatises on mathematics.
Dieudonné was a founder of the Bourbaki group,
together with Henri Cartan, Claude Chevalley, Jean
Delsarte, and André Weil. Usually there were about
ten members, and the group’s composition evolved
over the years. The first Bourbaki book appeared
in 1939, and the group’s influence was at its height
during the 1950s and 1960s. The purpose of the
books was to provide axiomatic treatments of cen-
tral areas of mathematics at a level of generality
that would make the books useful to the largest
number of mathematicians. The books were born
in a crucible of animated and sometimes heated dis-
cussions among the group’s members, many of
whom had strong personalities and highly indi-
vidual points of view. Borel, who was a member of
Bourbaki for 25 years, wrote that this collaboration

being stateless. The two professors formally took
up their positions in March 1959, and Grothendieck
started his seminar on algebraic geometry in May
of that year. René Thom, who had received a Fields
Medal at the 1958 Congress, joined the faculty in
October 1963, and the IHÉS section on theoretical
physics was launched with the appointments of
Louis Michel in 1962 and of David Ruelle in 1964.
Thus by the mid-1960s, Motchane had assembled
an outstanding group of researchers for his new
institute.

Up to 1962, the IHÉS had
no permanent quarters. Of-
fice space was rented from
the Fondation Thiers, and
seminars were given there or
at universities in Paris. Aubin
reported that an early visitor
to the IHÉS, Arthur Wight-
man, was expected to work
from his hotel room. It is said
that, when a visitor noted the
inadequate library, Grothen-
dieck replied, “We don’t read
books, we write them!” In-
deed, in the early years,
much of the institute’s ac-
tivity centered on the “Pub-
lications mathématiques de
l’IHÉS,” which began with the
initial volumes of the foun-
dational work Éléments de
Géométrie Algébrique, uni-
versally known by its acronym EGA. In fact, the writ-
ing of EGA had begun half a year before Dieudonné
and Grothendieck formally took their positions at
the IHÉS; a reference in [Corr] dates the beginning
of the writing to the autumn of 1958.

The authorship of EGA is attributed to Grothen-
dieck, “with the collaboration of Jean Dieudonné.”
Grothendieck wrote notes and drafts, which were
fleshed out and polished by Dieudonné. As Ar-
mand Borel explained it, Grothendieck was the
one who had the global vision for EGA, whereas
Dieudonné had only a line-by-line understanding.
“Dieudonné put this in a rather heavy style,” Borel
remarked. At the same time, “Dieudonné was of
course fantastically efficient. No one else could
have done it without ruining his own work.” For
some wanting to enter the field at that time, learn-
ing from EGA could be a daunting challenge. Nowa-
days it is seldom used as an introduction to the
field, as there are many other, more approachable
texts to choose from. But those texts do not do what
EGA aims to do, which is to explain fully and sys-
tematically some of the tools needed to investigate
schemes. When he was at Princeton University,
Gerd Faltings, now at the Max-Planck-Institut für
Mathematik in Bonn, encouraged his doctoral stu-
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whom he generously gave his ideas for them to 
pursue. At the same time, more and more conflicts 
developed with Motchane, the founder and direc-
tor of the institute. Grothendieck’s relationship 
with his colleague René Thom was not without 
complications either. At the 1966 International 
Congress of Mathematicians, Grothendieck was 
awarded the Fields Medal. He was at the pinnacle 
of his fame. In May 1968 the student revolution 
erupted in Paris and made a deep impression on 
Grothendieck that would change his life decisively. 
I will return to this later on.

In the year 1970 an event occurred that Grothen-
dieck later would often call “the great turning 
point” (“le grand tournant” ). He gave up his job 
at the IHES and started turning away from math-
ematics, although he did for a few years more 
have positions at the Collège de France and at the 
University of Paris, Orsay. He turned to the prob-
lems of environmental protection and ecology, 
he supported the antinuclear power movement, 
and he fought against military buildup, especially 
of nuclear weapons, and the military-industrial 
complex. To pursue these goals actively, he and a 
number of comrades founded the group Survivre, 
which later was also known as Survivre et Vivre. 
For about three years he devoted all his energy to 
this movement.

At the same time, his family life dissolved. 
On a “propaganda trip” for Survivre through 
America, he met Justine Skalba, with whom he 
lived in France in a commune he founded and with 
whom he had a son. For a time, his children from 
his first marriage also lived in this commune. In 
1973 there was another decisive change: he left 
Paris and moved to the tiny village of Villecun, on 
the southern edge of the Cévennes, about sixty 
kilometers northwest of Montpellier. Since that 
time Grothendieck has lived only in small villages 
or hamlets. More and more he broke off contact 
with former colleagues, students, acquaintances, 
friends, and his own family; his relationship with 
Justine Skalba also ended after two years.

Soon after his move to Villecun he took a job 
as a professor at the University of Montpellier, 
although he taught there only irregularly. For 
months or even years on end he stopped doing 
mathematics altogether before starting to write 
down obsessively his mathematical “meditations” 
of hundreds or even thousands of pages. In the 
last few years before his retirement in 1988, he 
again held a research position in the CNRS (Centre 
National de la Recherche Scientifique), though he 
did research only sporadically.

From 1974 Grothendieck turned to Buddhism; 
several times he was visited by Japanese monks 
from the order Nipponzan Myohoji (in English the 
name translates roughly as “Japanese community 
of the wonderful lotus sutra”), which preaches 
strict nonviolence and erects peace pagodas 

throughout the world. But 
his attachment to Buddhism 
did not last. From around 
1980 Grothendieck gravi-
tated toward Christian mys-
tical and esoteric ideas. More 
and more often there were 
periods of serious psycho-
logical problems; presum-
ably things were surfacing 
in Grothendieck that had al-
ways been there inside him. 
For a while he identified with 
the stigmatized Catholic nun 
Marthe Robin, who claimed 
to have lived for thirty years 
on the Eucharist alone. A 
kind of angel, whom he calls 
Flora or Lucifera depend-
ing on whether he wants to 
emphasize her divine or her 
devilish side, plays an impor-
tant role in his thoughts. For 
nights on end Grothendieck played chorals on the 
piano and sang along. Finally in 1988 a period of 
excessive fasting almost cost him his life. Appar-
ently he wanted to force God to reveal Himself. He 
wanted to consciously experience the moment of 
death and outdo Jesus’s forty-day fast. In 1999 he 
predicted that the Final Judgment was imminent 
and that a golden age would start thereafter. Later 
on, these delusions extended to nonreligious areas, 
including, for example, questions of cosmology. 
There can be no doubt that, at least since the 
end of the 1980s, his life has been dominated for 
long periods by delusions and that he would have 
needed urgent medical and psychiatric help.

In the summer of 1991 Grothendieck suddenly 
left his residence in Les Aumettes and withdrew 
to a place that remained unknown for a long  
time. He refuses almost all contact and seems to 
be occupied daily with writing down his medita-
tions.

The Great Turning Point
Certainly there is a multitude of reasons that con-
tributed to the “great turning point” of 1970. They 
are complementary and contradictory. Some seem 
obvious, while others are buried in the depths of 
Grothendieck’s existence and his past and can 
hardly be brought to light. Much—in fact a great 
deal—remains a riddle. One does not have the 
impression that one understands or that one can 
understand his radical actions. Grothendieck’s col-
leagues, pupils, and friends must all have asked  
themselves what the causes of this step could  
have been. I want to emphasize that the following 
attempt at an explanation is based on my personal 
views. Another person might well interpret the 
facts at hand in a different way.

Grothendieck in the 1980s.
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Grothendieck,gyermek6,és,i7úkora,

,•  Berlinben,szüle1k,1928.,március,286án.,Apja,Alexander,
Shapiro,,ukrán,anarchista,,anyja,a,berlini,Johanna,
(Hanka),Grothendieck,,újságíró,és,poli1kai,agitátor,

•  19336ban,szülei,Párizsba,menekülnek.,Alexandert,1933,
és,1939,közöR,német,mostohaszülők,nevelik,,akik,19396
ben,szülei,után,küldik,Párizsba,

•  1940642,közöR,mindannyian,börtöntáborokban.,19426
ben,apját,Auschwitzba,toloncolják,,ahol,meggyilkolják,

•  1942645,közöR,egy,francia,kisvárosban,,Chambon6sur6,
Lignonban,,egy,intézetben,él.,Elvégzi,a,gimnáziumot,

•  1945648,közöR,matema1ka,szakos,egyetemi,hallgató,
Montpellier6ben.,Az,egyetemi,előadásokra,egyre,
kevésbé,jár,,ehelyeR,aprólékos,munkával,,segítség,
nélkül,felfedezi,a,Lebesgue6integrálás,teljes,elméletét,,



Grothendieck:,a,karrier,évei,1,

•  1948649:,Párizsba,kerül,ösztöndíjjal,,ahol,Cartan,
szemináriumán,bekerül,a,francia,matema1kai,élet,
legak_vabb,sodrába,

•  1949653:,Nancy6ban,a,Bourbaki6csoport,legnagyobbjaival,
dolgozik.,Számos,cikket,ír,funkcionálanalízisről,,
doktorátust,szerez,

•  1953656:,Sao,Paulo6ban,,majd,a,kansasi,egyetemen,tanít,

•  1956658:,Párizsban,újra,,a,Grothendieck6Riemann6Roch,
tétel,

•  1958:,A,Nemzetközi,Matema1kai,Kongresszuson,nagy,
figyelmet,keltő,előadásban,felvázolja,a,sémaelmélet,
elemeit,és,főbb,tételeit,



Grothendieck:,a,karrier,évei,2,

•  19586tól,19706ig,az,IHES,professzora.,Hihetetlen,
energiával,és,koncentrálással,,napi,12,órát,
kutatással,töltve,,szemináriuma,élén,kidolgozza,a,
sémaelméletet,,a,toposzelméletet,és,sok,más,irányt,

•  1966:,A,Fields,érmet,nem,veszi,át,a,moszkvai,
Kongresszuson,a,Szovjetúnió,elleni,poli1kai,
1ltakozásként,

•  1970:,Tiltakozik,az,IHES,katonai,költségvetési,
támogatása,ellen,,lemond,az,IHES,professzori,
székéről.,Soha,többet,formális,publikációt,nem,
jegyez,



Grothendieck:,a,matema1kai,karrier,után,

,
•  1970675:,A,Survivre,társadalmi6poli1kai,mozgalom,
(Mouvement)interna-onal)pour)la)survie)de)
l’espèce)humaine),)aszke1kus,falusi,életmódra,vált,

•  706es,évek,második,fele:,a,Montpellier6i,
egyetemen,tanít,és,szemináriumot,vezet,,de,már,
nem,a,korábbi,intenzitással,

•  806as,évek:,újra,Párizsban,,majd,a,Pirenneusokba,
költözik.,A,hosszú,kéziratok,írása,

•  906es,évek:,egyre,kevesebb,kapcsolat,a,külvilággal,,
spirituális,írások,

•  Meghalt,2014.,november,136án,



Grothendieck,fontosabb,matema1kai,

és,pszeudo6matema1kai,írásai,,

•  Publikált)írások,
–  Éléments)de)Géométrie)Algébrique,(EGA,,összesen,1+1+2+4,
kötet),196061964.,2000#oldal#(Dieudonné6val),

–  Fondements)de)la)Géométrie)Algébrique)(FGA),)1962.)500#
oldal,

–  Séminaire)Géométrie)Algébrique,(SGA,,összesen,8,kötet),,
19606as,,19706es,évek.,5000#oldal#(részben,diákjai,írták,le),

•  Kéziratok,
–  La)Longue)Marche)à)Travers)la)Théorie)de)Galois,,1981.,1300#
oldal,

–  À)la)Pursuite)des)Champs,,1983.)1500#oldal,
–  Esquisse)d’un)Programme,,1984.,50#oldal,
–  Récoltes)et)semailles:)Réflexions)et)témoignages)sur)un)passé)
de)mathéma-cien,,1986.,1400#oldal,

–  Les)Dérivateurs,,19906es,évek.,2000#oldal,



Számhalmazok,a,matema1kában,1,

•  Egész,számok,,

Z={…,,62,,61,,0,,1,,2,,…},
•  Racionális,számok,,

Q={m/n;,m,n,egész,szám},

•  mod6p,számok,(p,prímszám),,

Fp={0,1,…,,p61,mod,p},

Diszkrét,,felsorolható,halmazok:,aritme5ka#



Számhalmazok,a,matema1kában,2,

•  Valós,számok,R,
•  Komplex,számok,

C={x,+,iy,:,x,,y,valós,számok},

Folytonos,,fel,nem,sorolható,halmazok:,,

analízis#és#geometria#



x2,+,y2,=,1,

Mi,a,megoldáshalmaz,,ha,(x,y),“számok”?,



x2,+,y2,=,1,,:,racionális,megoldások,

x=p/r,,y=q/r,

p,q,r,egész,számok,

,

p2,+,q2,=,r2,,

“Diofan1kus”,egyenlet.,,

Megoldásai:,pitagoraszi,számhármasok!,

,

(p,q,r),=,(3,4,5),,(5,12,13),,…,



x2,+,y2,=,1,,:,racionális,megoldások,

p2,+,q2,=,r2,,

(p,q,r),=,(3,4,5),,(5,12,13),,…,

•  Plimpton,322,,i.e.,1800:,,



x2,+,y2,=,1,,:,valós,megoldások,

•  (x,y),koordináták:,geometriai,alakzat,

(Descartes),



x2,+,y2,=,1,,:,mod,p,megoldások,

•  Példa:,,
p=7,

•  Megoldás,,ami,mindig,jó:,,

(x,y),=,(0,±1),

•  Új,megoldás:,,

(x,y),=,(±2,±2),

mert,

(±2)2,+,(±2)2,=,8,=,1,mod,7,



x2,+,y2,=,1,,:,mod,p,megoldások,

•  Általában,Gauss,foglalkozoR,az,ún.,
kvadra1kus,maradékok,problémájával,,és,

másodfokú,egyenletek,megoldásainak,

számával,mod,p,számokban.,,,

•  Ebben,az,esetben,a,megoldások,száma:,

,(p61),,ha,p,=,1,mod,4,

(p+1),,ha,p,=,3,mod,4,,



x2,+,y2,=,1,,:,komplex,megoldások,

•  Írjuk,át,az,egyenletet:,

y=(16x2)1/2,,

•  Riemann,foglalkozoR,a,“többértékű,komplex,

függvények”,geometriájával:,“Riemann,

felületek”,



x2,+,y2,=,1,,:,komplex,megoldások,

y=(16x2)1/2,,

Riemann6felülete:,a,gömbfelület,



x3,+,y3,=,1,

Mi,a,megoldáshalmaz,,ha,(x,y),“számok”?,



x3,+,y3,=,1,:,racionális,megoldások,

p3,+,q3,=,r3,,(p,q,r),egész,számok,

Fermat,egyenlete!,

Euler:,csak,a,“triviális”,megoldások,,

(p,q,r)=(0,n,n),



x3,+,y3,=,1,:,valós,megoldások,

•  Newton:,harmadfokú,görbék,geometriája,



x3,+,y3,=,1,:,mod,p,megoldások,

•  Gauss:,a,mod,p,megoldások,számára,létezik,

egy,nagyon,bonyolult,formula…,



x3,+,y3,=,1,:,komplex,megoldások,

y=(16x3)1/3,,

Riemann6felülete:,a,tórusz6felület,

user
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Általános,egyenletek,

•  Tekintsük,a,problémát,általánosan!,Foglalkozzunk,

tetszőleges,(polinomiális),egyenletekkel.,

mod6p,megoldások:,aritme-kus,kérdés.,
,Megoldások,megszámolhatók)

,

Komplex,megoldások:,anali-kus,kérdés,
Megoldások,halmaza,geometriai)tér)

,



Weil6sejtés,

•  André,Weil,19496ben,megfogalmazoR,egy,

sejtést:,,

,

Minden,egyenlet,modYp)megoldásainak)számára,,
létezik,egy,formula,,amely…,

,

…a,komplex,megoldáshalmaz,,

geometriai)invariánsainak)függvénye!,,



Weil6sejtés:,egy,példa,

,x2,+,y2,=,1,

mod,p,megoldások,

száma,p±1,

,Riemann6felülete,

,

x3,+,y3,=,1,,

mod,p,megoldások,

száma,bonyolult…,

Riemann6felülete,

,



Aritme1ka,és,geometria,

•  A,Weil6sejtés,azt,sugallja,,hogy,ugyanazon,

egyenlet,mod6p,(aritme1kus),és,komplex,

(geometriai),megoldásai,közöR,nagyon,szoros,

a,kapcsolat…,

•  …azonban,nem,volt,ismert,olyan,matema1kai,

világ,,olyan,keret,,melyben,mind,az,

aritme1kai,,mind,a,geometriai,kérdés,

tárgyalható,leR,volna!,



Grothendieck:,sémák,

•  Grothendieck,megoldása:,az,aritme-ka)
geometrizálása)

•  Az,alapobjektum,egy,séma,)az,egyenlet,a,
legkisebb,olyan,számhalmaz,feleR,tekintve,,

melyben,értelmezhető,

•  Az,elmélet,magukat!a)számhalmazokat)is,
geometrizálja,

•  Geometriai,műveletek,(metszés,,geometriai,

őskép,,stb),sokkal)tágabb)körben)alkalmazhatók.,,,



Az,egész,számok,sémája,

•  Az,egész,számok,Z#halmazához,rendelt,séma:,

geometriai)objektum,,melynek,pontjai:,,

– Minden,p,primszám,,

– Egy,“generikus”,pont,



Az,egész,számok,sémája,

•  Egy,p,primszámhoz,tartozó,pont:,mod,p,

aritme-ka)
•  A,“generikus”,pont:,(komplex),geometria,,



x2,+,y2,=,1,,sémája,

A,séma,heurisz1kus,képe:,egy,p,prim,“feleR”,

laknak,a,mod6p,megoldások;,a,generikus,pont,

“feleR”,laknak,a,komplex,megoldások,

,



Továbblépés:,toposzok,

•  A,séma6gondolat,önmagában,nem,volt,elég,a,

Weil6sejtés,megoldásához.,

•  Probléma:,az,aritme1kából,eredő,geometriai,

terek,szokatlan,tulajdonságokkal,

rendelkeznek,,így,a,klasszikus,geometriai,és,

topológiai,módszerek,nem,elegendőek!,

•  Grothendieck:,tovább,kell,tágítani,a,
geometrikus,tér,fogalmát:,toposzok,,



Toposzelmélet,

•  Geometriai,terek,kategóriaYelméle-,leírása,,
,

,

,

,

,

,,,,,,,,,,…embert…)))))))))))))))))))))…barátjáról!)

•  Megfogalmazható,ezen,viszonyrendszerek,
(toposzok),teljes,geometriai)elmélete,

Geometriai,tér,X,

Viszonyrendszer:,az)
összes)geometriai)

kapcsolat,,melyben,X,

szerepel,



A,Weil6sejtés,megoldása,

•  Sémaelmélet,(EGA),

•  Az,“étale”,toposzok,elmélete,aritme1kus,

geometriában,(SGA),

•  A,Weil6sejtés,megoldása,a,Grothendieck6

tanítvány,Deligne,nevéhez,fűződik,(1974),



G.,matema1kájának,utóélete,

•  A,séma6elmélet,az,algebrai,geometria,radikális,
újrafogalmazását,és,kiterjesztését,hozta.,
Eredményei,alkalmazhatók,például,

–  algebrai,csoportok,elméletében,és,reprezentáció6
elméletben,

– Diofan1kus,geometriában,(Wiles,,Taylor6Wiles),

•  A,toposz6elmélet,új,nézőpontokat,nyitoR,

–  kategóriaelméletben,

–  logikában,

–  kvantumtérelméletben,

•  …,


